
 
Yote’ Coyote Decoy v13.1  

#50507-6 
Thank you for purchasing a Lucky Duck™ Premium Decoy.  

 To view additional Lucky Duck™ products please visit your local Sporting Goods dealer or at our website at 
www.luckyduck.com 

Your package will include the following items:   
 

1) (1) Coyote Body 
2) (1) Tail 
3) (1) Poly bag with Cap screw & 2 nuts for tail 
4) (1) Top Stake Section & (1 ) Bottom Stake Section        

 
To assemble your decoy for field use:   

1) Take the decoy out of the box and remove the decoy from the plastic bag.   
TIP: You are going to want to let it sit outside for a day or so to air out.  It will have a paint smell when first opened, 
but this will disappear quickly once left out. If you are concerned, you may consider washing it in a scent free soap 
bath to speed up the airing out process. 
2) Unroll the decoy.   
TIP: You may want to let the decoy sit out in the warm sun, or submerse the decoy in a warm bath.  This will allow it to 
completely return to it’s intended shape.  Even a few hours sitting at room temperature will help return it to it’s correct 
shape. 

 
Installing the tail:  
 

3) Locate the poly bag with Cap screw and 2 nuts inside 
4) Screw one nut on to the Cap screw until it’s approximately 3/16” from the head of the screw. 
5) At the back of the coyote there is a grommet hole.  Insert the screw through this hole with the head and first nut 

on the outside. 
6) From the inside, screw on the other nut until it’s tight(pinching the grommet between the 2 nuts. 
7) The tail has a plastic fitting on the top with a keystroke.  Slide the large end of the keystroke over the head of the 

Cap screw and slide down to secure the tail onto the coyote body. 
 
Using the stake: 

8) The stake has 2 parts, locate the top section & bottom section.  
9) To assemble the stake, line the locator boss on the top of the bottom stake with the slot in the bottom of the top 

stake.   
10) Slide the 2 stake sections together until the locator boss hits the stop, then twist the 2 stakes to lock them 

together. 
11) Put the assembled stake inside the decoy, line up the top of the stake (plastic protrusion) with the hole in the top 

of the decoy and push it thru the hole. (It will be tight) 
 
Lucky	  Duck™	  warrants	  this	  product	  against	  all	  manufacturing	  defects	  for	  a	  period	  of	  1	  year	  from	  date	  of	  purchase.	  Proof	  of	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
purchase	  is	  required.	  Abuse	  of	  the	  product	  (submerged	  in	  water,	  dropped,	  mistreatment	  etc.)	  is	  not	  covered.	  	  Please	  return	  and	  
exchange	  the	  defective	  unit	  to	  the	  store	  where	  you	  purchased	  the	  product.	  If	  the	  store	  will	  not	  accept	  the	  return	  please	  call	  our	  
customer	  service	  phone	  number	  at	  715-‐338-‐3183.	  	  

 
Lucky Duck™ 

A Division of Expedite International Inc. 
1950 8th Ave 

Baldwin, WI  54002 
Customer Service:  715-338-3183 

www.luckyduck.com 


